
Solar RC Car vs Battery 
Powered RC Car



Introduction 

In our science fair project we will be making and creating a solar powered RC-car 
with homemade materials.  We will race a normal Rc car with a solar powered Rc 
car which we will make. It will consist of normal home materials which we will be 
able to transform into a Solar powered Rc car. This is what we will be making and 
doing in this Science fair project. 



Question/Problem and Predictions

There are many requirements and constraints of this project. 
The requirements of this project are that the car needs to be 
makeshift and remote controlled. Some other requirements of this 
project are that it needs to move and needs to be capable of 
racing 10 meters without stop. The constraints of this project are 
that we can not race the RC cars on a rainy day. Another 
constraint of this project is that the RC cars need to race on 
leveled terrain. These are the constraints and requirements of this 
project.



Investigative Methods or Procedures

1. Choose a material for the car body, which is called the chassis.
2. Use a nail to poke a small hole in the center of your wheels.
3. Now, mount your axles onto the chassis.
4. Attach the small motor pulley to the motor shaft
5. Use clear plastic tape to attach the two solar cells together side-by-side; then connect them in

a series circuit using the alligator clip leads.
6. Mount the solar cells on the chassis at an angle where they will receive the most sun.



Results and Data (Visualization) 

We will finish on Sunday, February 6th, 2022



Discussion/Interpretation 

What will we be doing today?  Today we will be working on our Engineering 
project.  We will be creating a base for our project.  We will create this base with 
cardboard, a milk carton, toy wheels, kebab skewers, stiff wire and rubber bands. 
We will try to make a sturdy base for the electric motor and solar cells. overall, 
today we created a base for our solar powered RC wire.



Implications (and ideas for future research) 

For future reference we can get better materials and build a better solar car. 
Some materials we can improve are the wheels, the base, and the overall 
foundation of the solar powered RC-car. These are just some things we can 
improve for future research. 
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